Learning with awareness is believed to require the involvement of the medial temporal lobe (MTL). In this study, the hypothesis tested was that this involvement is best appreciated by the pattern of MTL functional connectivity with other brain areas. In a sensory learning paradigm, human subjects were classified as AWARE or UNAWARE, on the basis of whether they noted that one of two tones predicted a visual event. Only AWARE subjects acquired and reversed a differential response to the tones. However, learned facilitation was evident in both groups. MTL activity, indexed by blood flow changes measured with positron emission tomography, was correlated with facilitation in both groups but in opposite directions (greater MTL activity was related to less facilitation in AWARE subjects but more facilitation in UNAWARE subjects). Discrimination and reversal in AWARE subjects involved anterior medial, inferior prefrontal, and lateral occipital cortices. Furthermore, unique regional patterns of MTL functional connectivity were observed: AWARE subjects engaged dorsolateral prefrontal and lateral occipital cortices, whereas UNAWARE subjects showed a more spatially restricted network involving contralateral MTL regions and the thalamus. In the AWARE group, the MTL functional connectivity pattern overlapped with regions associated with facilitation and discrimination, but in UNAWARE subjects, the MTL pattern was related only to facilitation. These results suggest that the MTL and functional connected regions, including dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortex, acted to link facilitation and discrimination patterns in AWARE subjects. Thus, the contribution of the MTL to learning and awareness is shaped by the pattern of interregional interactions, the neural context.
Introduction
Many contemporary theories in neurobiology emphasize the interactions among distributed brain regions as the key mechanism by which overt behavior and cognitive functions are produced (Mesulam, 1990; Bressler, 1995; McIntosh, 1999; Friston and Price, 2001) . Recent neuroimaging evidence has demonstrated that various aspects of behavior are accompanied by changes in interregional interactions (McIntosh et al., 1996b; Buchel and Friston, 1997) . Buchel et al. (1999a) observed that the relationship between dorsal and ventral cortical areas changed as participants learned a relationship between visual stimuli and their location. Importantly, this latter study demonstrated that individual differences in the changes of neural interactions were directly related to the subjects' rate of learning.
The basis for the present study comes from a differential sensory learning paradigm in which one tone predicted a visual event, and the other did not (McIntosh et al., 1999a) . Half of the subjects in that study learned the stimulus relationships and half did not, and those that learned were the only subjects to profess awareness of the stimulus relationships. Activity changes in the left prefrontal cortex (PFC) were observed only in AWARE subjects and depended on whether or not the tone predicted the visual stimulus (V). Prefrontal cortex activity was related to activity in auditory, visual, contralateral prefrontal cortices and basal ganglia only in the AWARE group. This finding, combined with strong relationships between activity in these regions and performance, provided evidence that an interacting system supported learning in the AWARE subjects.
In the present study, a similar learning protocol was used, except that the predictive value of the two tones was reversed midway through the experiment. As in the previous study, half of the participants were aware of the associations and learned the initial discrimination and reversal. The other participants were not aware of any relationship between the tones and visual stimuli. However, in this case, UNAWARE subjects did learn a simple tone-visual stimulus association. To further test the hypothesis that interactions among distributed brain regions support learning and awareness, we focused on large-scale patterns of functional connectivity (Friston, 1994) in the two groups. The behavioral responses provided a robust, objective measure of the group differences; thus, the relationship between brain activity and behavior was used as the principle means to identify functional connectivity patterns. Three aspects of these patterns are emphasized. First, activity in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) was differentially related to learning a general tone-visual association in both groups. This finding is surprising, given recent suggestions that the MTL is critical for learning with awareness (Clark and Squire, 1998; Manns et al., 2000) . Second, the MTL was functionally connected with different brain regions in the two groups. Third, in the AWARE subjects, the pattern of MTL functional connectivity also included regions related to the associative, or learned, discrimination, such as dorsolateral and middle prefrontal cortex. These three outcomes suggest that, although certain regions may be critical for the expression of a particular behavior, their contribution can only be realized within the context of distributed interacting neural systems (McIntosh, 2001 ). We present the evidence for this claim below.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Fourteen healthy right-handed subjects (seven males) between the ages of 19 and 35 (mean age, 23.3) participated in this study. All subjects were screened for any history of major medical, neurological, and psychiatric disorders and were provided informed consent. The experiment was conducted with approval from the Ethics Review Board of Baycrest Geriatric Centre, University of Toronto.
Behavioral methods
Two auditory stimuli (tones) and a visual stimulus were presented to subjects who were instructed to press a button on a computer mouse as quickly as possible when they saw the visual stimulus. They were also instructed to attend to the tones, and that either tone could precede the visual stimulus (Kimble and Perlmutter, 1970) . The experiment was divided into two phases. In the first phase, one tone (T1; 1200 Hz pure tone) perfectly predicted V; the second tone (T2; 600 Hz pure tone) was followed by V only 33% of the time. For the present purposes, we shall refer to the 100% predictive tone as "ϩ" (Sϩ) and the 33% predictive tone as "Ϫ" (SϪ; i.e., T1ϩ and T2Ϫ for phase one). In the second phase, the predictability of the tones with respect to V reversed (i.e., T1Ϫ, T2ϩ). All stimuli were presented for 500 msec. On paired trials, in which a tone preceded V, there was a 300 msec delay between the termination of the tone and the onset of V. When a tone was presented by itself, or unpaired, there was an average of 8 sec (range, 4 -12 sec) before the next stimulus presentation.
Each phase of the experiment was divided into four 8-min blocks. In the middle of each block, a 1-min positron emission tomographic (PET) scan was obtained from each subject. Scans were designated Sϩ and SϪ and alternated across the experiment (phase 1: T1ϩ, T2Ϫ, T1ϩ T2Ϫ; phase 2: T2ϩ, T1Ϫ, T2ϩ, T1Ϫ). During Sϩ scans, five paired trials were presented, whereas SϪ scans consisted of five unpaired trials and five presentations of V. The remaining trials within each block consisted of pseudo-random presentations: 6 V alone, 18 paired Sϩ, 18 unpaired SϪ, and 6 paired SϪ trials. Subjects were given a 4-min break between each block. The entire procedure took ϳ2 hr.
The visual stimulus and a fixation cross were presented in the center of a color video monitor that was positioned ϳ60 cm from subject. The visual stimulus was a pattern of white concentric circles presented on a 50% gray background and subtended 12.5°of visual angle. A white fixation cross was presented between trials. The tones were presented binaurally through earphones. Starting from 65 dB, the amplitudes of the two tones were adjusted so that they were perceived to be equally loud by the experimenters. Stimulus presentation and collection of behavioral data were accomplished using Superlab for Windows (The Experimental Laboratory Software, version 1.03; Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA).
Mean reaction times (RTs) were calculated over the interval before and during each scan for V when presented alone and when preceded by either tone and were used as an index of learning. The RT has been demonstrated to be a sensitive measure of conditioning in other associative learning paradigms (Critchley et al., 2002; Gottfried et al., 2002) . Two aspects of RT changes were anticipated. First, it is well documented that subjects will respond more quickly to a visual stimulus when preceded by a tone, and that this facilitation grows as subjects learn (Hershenson, 1962; Schmidt et al., 1984; Perruchet, 1985; . This learned facilitation is observed regardless of the predictive value of the tone (McIntosh et al., 1999a) . Second, as we demonstrated previously (McIntosh et al., 1999a) , subjects will sometimes respond more quickly when a tone is an Sϩ stimulus than when it is an SϪ stimulus, providing a behavioral indication of learned discrimination.
Subjects were given an open-ended hierarchical debriefing questionnaire at the end of the study. The purpose of the questionnaire was to determine whether a subject knew the relationship between the tones and visual stimuli. The questions started with general statements ("What did you think the experiment was about?") and then more specific questions about the tones were asked ("Did you use any strategies to help you respond to the visual stimulus? If so, what were they?" "Did you notice a relationship between the tones and visual stimulus? If so, what were they?"). Once the questionnaire was completed, subjects were debriefed further and paid for participating.
PET scan protocol and image processing
The details of our PET protocol and image processing have been described previously in full Grady et al., 2001 ). Briefly, regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) was measured during a 60-sec scan after a bolus injection of [O 15 ] water via a catheter implanted in the left forearm. The PET images were corrected for head motion using AIR2.0 (Woods et al., 1993) , spatially registered to an rCBF template that conformed to Talairach and Tournoux (1988) stereotaxic space, and smoothed with a 10 mm isotropic Gaussian filter using SPM99 (Statistical Parametric Mapping; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) (Friston et al., 1995) .
Data analysis
Behavior. Subjects were designated as either AWARE or UNAWARE at the end of the experiment on the basis of their responses during the debriefing. AWARE subjects were those who correctly stated the tonevisual associations. Subjects were designated as UNAWARE if they did not state an overt knowledge of any tone-visual associations and did not use the tones to guide their responses. Mean RT for paired T1, paired T2, and V-alone trials was calculated within each of the eight blocks. Between-group analysis of the behavioral data was conducted using a repeated measures ANOVA comparing mean RT on the three trial types. Post hoc Newman-Keuls analysis was used to identify within-block RT differences.
Images. Partial least squares (PLS) analysis was used to identify distributed brain activity patterns related to behavior and MTL activity (McIntosh et al., 1996a; Della-Maggiore et al., 2000) . A behavioral PLS analysis was used to identify distributed patterns of brain activity related to RT. A seed PLS analysis was used to assess the distributed functional connectivity patterns of the MTL.
The behavioral PLS procedure identifies voxels contributing to systematic brain-behavior correlations. Correlations between RT averaged within a block, and rCBF values at each voxel are first computed across subjects and within the scan. This produces one correlation map per RT measure per scan for each group. The correlation maps are combined into a single matrix and analyzed with singular value decomposition (SVD). The SVD produces mutually orthogonal latent variables (LVs), each consisting of a singular value, singular image, and correlation profile. The singular value indicates the strength of the covariance between behavior and all brain voxels. The singular images indicate which voxels most strongly covary with behavior across scans. The numerical weights within the singular image are called saliences and can be positive or negative. The singular image is multiplied by the raw images (dotproduct), producing a brain score for all subjects in each condition. The correlation of behavior with brain scores across subjects within each scan generates a profile that aids in interpreting the LV. If the correlation profiles show similarities across scans, salient areas in the singular image will have a similar correlation with RT across scans. If correlation differs between scans, the singular image will reflect this difference in brainbehavior correlation. The behavior PLS was performed on RT for T1ϩ and T2ϩ only. A separate analysis that included V-alone RT did not change the results reported here. The overall significance of the LVs was assessed using permutation tests, and reliability of image saliences and correlation profiles were assessed by bootstrap estimation of confidence intervals (McIntosh and Gonzalez-Lima, 1998; McIntosh et al., 1999a).
The seed PLS procedure identifies voxels contributing to systematic correlations of a target "seed voxel" with the remaining voxels. In PET images, single voxels can act as regions of interest because of their rather large spatial autocorrelation (McIntosh et al., 1996b) . Activity at the left MTL (LMTL) seed voxel was extracted for each subject in each group (Table 1) . The procedure for seed PLS was identical to the behavior PLS, except one covariance image was created for each scan. This image contained the within-group covariation of LMTL rCBF with rCBF across the remainder of the brain and across subjects.
Results
Behavioral analysis
During the hierarchical debriefing, all AWARE subjects stated that they noted a relationship between the two tones and target V. UNAWARE subjects noted no explicit relationships among the stimuli, nor used the tones to guide their responses. There were no demographic differences between groups.
Figure 1 plots the behavioral data for the two groups. For AWARE subjects, two effects were obvious in the data ( Fig. 1 , left). First, RT to V was faster on paired trials, in which a tone preceded V, relative to V-alone trials. Second, the magnitude of this RT facilitation depended on whether the tone was Sϩ or SϪ. The Sϩ/SϪ differentiation was strong in both phases of the study, indicating AWARE subjects acquired the differential association and learned the reversal of contingencies. For UN-AWARE subjects (Fig. 1, right) , RT was also faster on paired trials compared with V-alone trials, but there was no differentiation between the two tones. This facilitation became larger across blocks, indicating it was a learned (conditioned) facilitation. An unconditioned facilitation would not be expected to change across blocks (Gielen et al., 1983) .
The impressions gained from Figure 1 were corroborated by ANOVA, with a significant group ϫ trial type (T1, T2, V-alone) ϫ block interaction (F (14,168) ϭ 2.74; p Ͻ 0.001). There were no overall group differences in RT, and there were no differences in V-alone RT between groups across the experiment. Post hoc analysis of the within-block RTs for the AWARE group indicated that V-alone RT was longer than T1 RT in each block, longer than T2 RT starting in block 3, and that the RT to an Sϩ tone was faster to an SϪ tone in all blocks of training ( p Ͻ 0.05 or p Ͻ 0.01). In the UNAWARE group, the only effect was that V-alone RT was longer than both T1 RT and T2 RT starting in block 3, with no differences between T1 RT and T2 RT. Thus, facilitation to both tones became stable in block 3 for both AWARE and UNAWARE subjects. Additionally, for both groups, an equivalent increase in V-alone RT was seen with training, a feature commonly observed in conditioning paradigms using RT (Perruchet, 1985; McIntosh et al., , 1999a . Across blocks, significant differences from initial V-alone RTs were seen only at the end of training, after the facilitation to both tones was established (AWARE: blocks 5, 7; UNAWARE: blocks 6, 8). Thus, this change likely reflects the implicit use of the tones to prepare for a response.
Image analysis: behavior PLS
Two strong brain-behavior patterns related to the general learned facilitation effect were identified. Behavior latent variable 1 (results not shown) identified a set of regions commonly related to learned facilitation in both groups. Across all scans, higher rCBF in bilateral thalamus, occipital, and middle temporal cortices was related to weaker facilitation (slower RTs), whereas greater activity in inferior temporal, anterior right prefrontal, and right inferior parietal cortices was related to stronger facilitation (faster RTs).
The second pattern behavior latent variable 2 (BehavLV2) identified regions in which the activity was differentially related to learned facilitation in the two groups. This is indicated by the opposing directions of the correlation in the profiles between groups (Fig. 2 A, B ; Table 1 ). Higher activity in the right parietal cortex, bilateral inferior prefrontal cortex, and right middle temporal cortex was associated with stronger facilitation in AWARE subjects and weaker facilitation in UNAWARE subjects. The most dominant region in this pattern was bilateral MTL, with more extensive involvement of LMTL. Higher MTL activity was related to stronger facilitation in UNAWARE subjects, whereas lower MTL activity was related to stronger facilitation in AWARE subjects.
Additional patterns of neural activity were related to the discrimination between Sϩ and SϪ stimuli in the AWARE group (BehavLV3, BehavLV4; data not shown). The confidence intervals for the correlation profiles suggested that the pattern was dominated by the response to the Sϩ stimulus, which became more stable as AWARE subjects learned the significance of the predictor. The profiles for UNAWARE subjects showed reliable correlation for only the first three scans in the experiment and were equivalent for T1 and T2. Separate behavior PLS analyses were conducted for AWARE and UNAWARE subjects to better appreciate their unique patterns of brain-behavior relationships. For each analysis, the first LV was highly significant and represented the regions involved in the general facilitation effects described above [AWARE_facilita-tion, p Ͻ Ͻ 0.001, see Table S1 (available at www.jneurosci.org) for local maxima; UNAWARE_Facilitation1 (Fac1), p Ͻ Ͻ 0.001, see Table S2 (available at www.jneurosci.org) for local maxima]. For the AWARE group only, the second LV was also significant ( p Ͻ Ͻ 0.001) (Table S1 ). This pattern represented the additional facilitation seen on Sϩ trials in the learners, which became more statistically reliable with training (Table S1 , AWARE_Discrimi-nation; Fig. 3 ). The second pattern in the UNAWARE group was not significant by conventional thresholds ( p ϭ 0.08). It reflected stable, equivalent facilitation to Sϩ and SϪ only in the first three scans (UNAWARE_Facilitation2; image not shown; Table S2 ). These secondary brain-behavior patterns will be discussed in more detail below.
Image analysis: functional connectivity of left medial temporal lobe Both groups showed learned facilitation of RT; the LMTL was among a collection of regions that strongly differentiated facilitation in the AWARE and UNAWARE groups. Because of the speculation that the MTL is vital for learning with awareness, we focused in more detail on the LMTL region to explore its patterns of functional connectivity using seed PLS. LMTL activity measures were taken from the LMTL local maxima identified in the behavior PLS (Table  1) . Unique patterns of LMTL functional connections were seen in the AWARE (SeedLV1: AWARE_LMTL, p Ͻ Ͻ 0.001) and UNAWARE subjects (SeedLV2: UNAWARE_LMTL, p Ͻ Ͻ 0.001).
For the AWARE_LMTL pattern, correlation profiles were strong and stable across scans only in the AWARE group (Fig. 4) [see Table S3 (available at www.jneurosci.org) for local maxima]. Regions positively correlated with LMTL in the AWARE group included bilateral secondary visual cortices and bilateral auditory association cortices. Regions negatively correlated included the right middle temporal gyrus, inferior parietal lobe, and a large extent of bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortices. In contrast, the UNAWARE_LMTL pattern identified a LMTL network engaged only in the UNAWARE subjects ( Fig. 5 ; Table S3 ). This network showed positive correlations between LMTL and the bilateral hippocampal gyrus, bilateral temporal cortex, and left secondary visual cortex, and showed inverse relationships between LMTL and the right inferior prefrontal cortex, left auditory association cortex, and bilateral thalamus.
Image analysis: LMTL functional connections interact with behavioral networks
In both the behavior and seed PLS, common areas were identified. What is noteworthy is how this overlap manifested for the two groups. In the AWARE group, regions from both the AWARE_facilitation pattern and the AWARE_Discrimination pattern were identified in the AWARE_LMTL pattern (Figs. 2-4 , slices ϩ8, ϩ40). In the UNAWARE group, strong regional overlap was noted only between the UNAWARE_Facilitation1 pattern and the UNAWARE_LMTL pattern (Figs. 2, 5, slice Ϫ24) . Thus, the LMTL was functionally connected with regions in- volved in facilitation and discrimination in the AWARE subjects but only with a single set of regions involved in facilitation in the UNAWARE subjects. This finding raises the possibility that the LMTL in AWARE subjects may have been acting as a link between the brain regions associated with facilitation and discrimination.
To assess whether the voxels in the LMTL connectivity pattern were also functionally connected to voxels in the behavior net- works, rCBF correlations were produced using the dominant voxels observed in the within-group behavior PLS (Tables S1, S2 ) and the voxels identified in the LTML seed PLS (Table S3 ). For the AWARE group, correlations among the voxels from AWARE_facilitation, AWARE_Discrimi-nation, and AWARE_LMTL were generated (Fig. 6, top) . For the UNAWARE group, correlations from UNAWARE_Fa-cilitation1 and UNAWARE_LMTL were obtained (Fig. 6, bottom) . Correlations with the voxels from the secondary facilitation pattern in the UNAWARE group (Table S2 , UNAWARE_Facilitation2) are also included for completeness. Matrices along the diagonal represent the correlations among voxels within each of the PLS patterns, whereas the matrices on the offdiagonal are the correlations between the patterns (the matrices are symmetric). The first two columns of each matrix contain the correlation of each voxel with RT to each tone. Black lines in the larger matrix divide the plots into sectors highlighting the correlations within and between patterns. In the interest of brevity, only the correlations for the first two scans in acquisition and the first two scans after reversal (scans 5 and 6) are shown.
The figure shows strong correlations among voxels identified for the facilitation Figure 5 . Second latent variable from the between-group LMTL seed PLS analysis (SeedLV2). A, Selected slices from the singular image overlaid on a structural MRI, highlighting regions related to LMTL activity in UNAWARE subjects. Regions with positive brain saliences (white) were positively correlated with LMTL activity, and regions with negative brain saliences (black) were negatively correlated with LMTL activity. B, Correlation profiles: LMTL-brain activity correlations were reliable for UNAWARE subjects only. Figure 6 . Pseudo-colored scan-specific correlation matrices for the first two scans in acquisition and the first two scans after reversal. Top plots, AWARE; bottom plots, UNAWARE. For AWARE subjects, correlations among voxels from the AWARE_Facilita-tion (Fac) (Table S1), AWARE_Discrimination (Disc) (Table S1), and AWARE_LMTL seed PLS (MTL) (Table S3, SeedLV1) patterns are shown. For UNAWARE subjects, correlations among voxels from the UNAWARE_Facilitation1 (Fac1) (Table S2) , UNAWARE_LMTL seed PLS (MTL) (Table 4, SeedLV2), and UNAWARE_Facilitation2 (Fac2) (Table S2 ) patterns are shown. For both groups, the first two columns (RT) indicate the correlation of all voxels with T1 and T2 RT. Black lines divide each matrix into sectors emphasizing the different correlation patterns (e.g., the correlation between Fac and Disc patterns is at the intersection of the Fac and Disc columns). Red, Positive correlation; blue, negative correlation. patterns in both groups (top left sector of the matrices), which is consistent with the observation that both groups showed strong learned facilitation across the entire study. For the AWARE group, the voxels from the AWARE_facilitation and AWARE_Discrimination patterns were strongly correlated with AWARE_LMTL voxels across the experiment (facilitation vs MTL, discrimination vs MTL sectors, respectively), whereas correlations between AWARE_Discrimination and AWARE_facili-tation (discrimination vs facilitation sector) showed a linear increase with training [p Ͻ 0.008; significance of the changes in the correlation matrices across scans were assessed using a permutation test of a linear regression on the matrix norms (largest eigenvalue) (McIntosh et al., 1999b) ]. This pattern suggests that the coherence among all three patterns increased with learning. In the UNAWARE group, regions from UNAWARE_LMTL became more strongly correlated with regions from UNAWARE_Facili-tation1 (Fac1 vs MTL sector; p Ͻ 0.028). Correlations among UNAWARE_Fac2 voxels with the UNAWARE_LMTL and UNAWARE_Facilitation1 voxels were strong early in the experiment but diminished as the experiment progressed ( p Ͻ 0.038, p Ͻ 0.056, respectively). To summarize, the correlations among voxels from behavior PLS and the LMTL seed PLS were on the whole strong and tended to increase with learning in the AWARE group, whereas in the UNAWARE group, only the correlations between the regions related to learned facilitation (faciliation1) maintained a strong correlation with regions functionally connected to the LMTL.
Discussion
We demonstrated that under identical training conditions, only subjects that were aware of the stimulus contingencies acquired differential associations, but all subjects showed conditioned facilitation. This offered an opportunity to explore whether differences in the neural substrates for behavior might explain differences in awareness in the two groups. Three aspects of the current results are important. First, both AWARE and UNAWARE subjects learned something about the stimulus relationships. UN-AWARE subjects expressed this as a general facilitation of RT when a tone preceded the visual target. AWARE subjects also showed learned facilitation but showed additional facilitation when tones predicted the visual stimulus (Sϩ). This additional facilitation to Sϩ occurred both before and after the reversal of stimulus contingencies, indicative of associative discrimination. Second, the brain-behavior analysis suggested that both groups engaged the MTL, including the hippocampal formation. Although opposite relationships of MTL activity with learning were found in the two groups, the strength of the relationship indicates a role for the MTL in learning without awareness. Third, largescale functional connectivity of the LMTL with the rest of the brain was strikingly different in the two groups. In AWARE subjects, the regions functionally connected with LMTL were themselves correlated with regions that related to learned facilitation and discrimination, suggesting a potential link between the two learned behaviors. In UNAWARE subjects, the LMTL functional connections were limited to regions involved in learned facilitation. This leads to the possibility that the nature of MTL interactions with other brain regions may determine how learning proceeds and whether it is accompanied by awareness.
Large-scale functional connectivity
The finding that the correlations among distributed patterns (between latent variables) changed depending on awareness and what was learned (Fig. 6) deserves additional discussion. The statistical analysis used to extract the patterns of brain-behavior relationships does so by identifying mathematically orthogonal latent variables. For the present discussion, these orthogonal patterns were treated as representing separate neural systems with different effects on behavior. It is equally plausible that a combination of regions across these orthogonal patterns may represent a single system having multiple effects on behavior. This is consistent with the results from the AWARE group analyses. The behavioral results in the AWARE subjects included two effects: conditioned facilitation and conditioned discrimination. The behavior PLS showed that these two behavioral effects were supported by spatially distinct patterns of brain activity. However, the interactions between these two patterns increased with learning, as evidenced by the increase in the correlations among the sets of regions (Fig. 6, left) . Thus, the present results demonstrate that the neural systems that are statistically independent may be strongly interacting. In the case of the UNAWARE group, there appeared to be only one reliable behavioral effect, and thus a single discrete pattern of brain activity. Interactions with other systems that were temporarily recruited became weak or effectively zero (e.g., UNAWARE_Facilitation2) (Fig. 6, bottom) .
Medial temporal lobe functional connectivity
Evidence from both lesion and electrophysiological studies shows that the hippocampus and related MTL structures are critical for trace conditioning (which is similar to our present sensory learning paradigm) and other forms of conditioning that depend on awareness (Solomon et al., 1986; James et al., 1987; Buchel et al., 1999b) . In humans, MTL involvement in awareness has been documented in both lesion and neuroimaging studies (Hamann and Squire, 1997) . However, hippocampal cell activity has been consistently related to acquisition of conditioned responses in delay conditioning (Laroche et al., 1987; Miller and Steinmetz, 1997) , which need not be accompanied by awareness. This leads to the possibility that the nature of hippocampal interactions with other brain regions may govern what is learned and whether learning is accompanied by awareness (Manns et al., 2000) . Our data suggest that distinct patterns of hippocampal interactions underlie some of the differences in what was learned between AWARE and UNAWARE subjects.
The patterns of functional connectivity identified for the AWARE group included a large region of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Fig. 3) . The extensive involvement of the PFC is intriguing, because it has been associated with awareness in previous studies (Lumer and Rees, 1999; McIntosh et al., 1999a) . The correlation between the PFC and LMTL was negative, a pattern we observed previously in perceptual (Della-Maggiore et al., 2000) and episodic (McIntosh et al., 1997) memory tasks. Similar inverse relationships between the PFC and MTL have been reported in rodent electrophysiological studies of spatial working memory (Laroche et al., 2000) . The inverse relationships of the LMTL and PFC in the present study provide a possible substrate for learning in the AWARE subjects and may partly account for the differences in awareness and learning between groups. For the UN-AWARE group, the strongest functional connections remained within the MTL, extending bilaterally. These strong positive interactions within temporal cortices, in the absence of frontal involvement, resemble findings from animal studies, in which strong entorhinal-hippocampal interactions are seen early in learning, followed by hippocampal-prefrontal interactions (Laroche et al., 2000) . The spatial extent of the MTL involvement in the UNAWARE group suggests that strong entorhinal-hippocampal interactions did not extend to the prefrontal cortex.
On the basis of present results and evidence from other work discussed here, we suggest that the vital neural substrate for learning with awareness lies in the pattern of interactions between the MTL and prefrontal cortex.
The relationship of LMTL activity to learned facilitation was opposite in the AWARE and UNAWARE subjects, with stronger facilitation in the AWARE subjects supported by decreased LMTL activity. Diminution of MTL involvement with learning has been seen for the orienting response that accompanies the presentation of the conditional stimulus (CS) (Deadwyler et al., 1981) , in category learning in which the hippocampal response to learned relevant stimuli was smaller than for unlearned or irrelevant stimuli (Aizenstein et al., 2000) , and in classification learning in which MTL activity was initially high and then decreased as learning proceeded (Poldrack et al., 2001) . In this latter study, learning-related changes in MTL functional connectivity were also noted.
Functional connectivity and neural context
A key feature distinguishing the involvement of the MTL in the two groups was the neural context in which the medial temporal lobe participated (McIntosh, 1999) . Neural context refers to the notion that the functional role of a region depends on the other regions to which it is related. Electrophysiological data indicate that contextual influences occur for individual neurons and cell populations (Kozlov and Shabaev, 2000; Worgotter and Eysel, 2000) . At the systems level, a region may show similar activity patterns across tasks, yet be part of different networks, producing different behavioral outcomes (Bressler and Kelso, 2001 ). The present results indicate differences in large-scale interactivity involving the MTL, which contributed to learning in the presence and absence of awareness. Complementary findings indicate that distinct MTL functional networks can also support similar behavioral outcomes (Della-Maggiore et al., 2000) and may account for episodic memory performance in patients with MTL damage (Maguire et al., 2000) . In the present study, strong MTL interactivity was found in UNAWARE subjects showing a simple form of learning (Fig. 6) , despite the fact that learning without awareness does not appear to rely on MTL integrity.
When considered from the perspective of neural context, it may be that richly interconnected regions like the MTL enable transitions between behavioral states by interacting first with one set of regions and then another. In a sense, the MTL may act to catalyze or facilitate the transition from implicit to explicit knowledge (Moscovitch, 1995) or from a state of "unconditional stimulus expectancy" to "CS expectancy" Shanks and Lovibond, 2002) . The MTL would be engaged regardless of the nature of the behavioral state, but a move to an explicit state would not occur without a particular pattern of functional connectivity. Some evidence of this was seen in the present study, because the interactions became stronger with training among the AWARE_Facilitation and AWARE_Dis-crimination networks, both of which were strongly related to the LMTL functional connections. Thus, the group differences in LMTL interactions and behavior offer preliminary evidence that the MTL acts as a behavioral catalyst. MTL functional connections in the UNAWARE group did not engage more spatially distant regions, such as the PFC and sensory cortices, which may be a necessary condition for learning with awareness. In more extreme instances of MTL damage, certain behavioral transitions would obviously not occur. By acting as a catalyst, the MTL could participate in several different behavioral functions, such as perception and simple conditioning, but would be critical in those instances when it enables the transition from one pattern of functional connections and behavioral state to another. This proposal expands the role of the MTL and emphasizes that, although a region may be critical for the expression of a given behavior, the exact expression of behavior comes from unique combinations of neural processes encompassing several brain regions. In other words, the specific pattern of neural interactions shapes the exact nature of the behavior expressed.
